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0 Introduction 

A C0-semigroup {T(t)} 1;;, 0 (briefly, T(t)) of bounded linear operators on a Banach 
lattice E will be called- a multiplication semigroup if each operator T(t) is a 
band preserving operator. Multiplication semigroups arise naturally as the Four
ier transforms of certain semigroups generated by differential operators. Also, 
by the spectral theorem, semigroups generated by selfadjoint operators are simi
lar to multiplication semigroups. In this paper we are concerned with the prob
lem to characterise linear operators that generate multiplication semigroups. 
The starting point are the following results: 

(i) If A is the generator of a C0 -semigroup T(t) on a u-Dedekind complete 
Banach lattice E, then T(t) is a multiplication semigroup if and only if D(A) 
is an ideal and AxEBx for all xED(A) [N2, Theorem C.11.5.13]. Since a bounded 
band preserving operator preserves ideals, this is in turn equivalent to: D (A) 
is an ideal and AxEEx for all XED(A). Here Bx and Ex denote the band resp. 
ideal generated by x in E. 
(ii) Let E be a Banach function space. The operator A, defined as multiplication 
with a measurable function g, generates a multiplication semigroup if and only 
if D(A) is dense and maximal and g is bounded from above [NP]. The hypotheses 
imply that D(A) is an ideal; moreover every Banach function space is u-Dedekind 
complete. 

In Sect. 1 we will prove the following generalization of these results. Call 
an operator A positive if A x~O for all o;;;;xED(A). An operator A with domain 
D(A) is said to be band preserving if A xEBx for all xED(A). 

Theorem 0.1 Suppose A is a positive operator on a Banach lattice E. If D(A) 
is a dense ideal and A preserves bands, then A is closable and - A generates 
a multiplication semigroup. Conversely, if A generates a multiplication semigroup, 
then D(A) is a dense ideal, A preserves closed ideals, and there is a AEIR such 
that A. -A is positive. 
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In particular no cr-Dedekind completeness assumption is made. Examples of 
non-u-Dedekind complete spaces are C[O, 1] and C0 (JR). The generators of 
multiplication semigroups turn out to be precisely the maximal elements of a 
certain class of operators to be defined below (Theorem 1.5). This is analogous 
to the correspondence in Hilbert space between being a generator of a contrac
tion semigroup and being maximally dissipative. 

If one is only interested in a unique extension of A that generates a multiplica
tion semigroup, then the first part of Theorem 0.1 may be improved as follows. 

Theorem 0.2 Suppose A is a positive band preserving operator with D(A) a Riesz 
subspace which generates a dense ideal. Then -A admits a unique extension to 
a generator of a multiplication semigroup. 

This theorem is proved in Sect. 2. An almost immediate consequence is the 
following extension result: suppose F c E is a closed sublattice generating a 
dense ideal. If TE..'i?(F) is a band preserving operator on F, then there is a 
unique extension to a band preserving operator on E. 

Combination of Theorems 0.1and0.2 leads to the following alternative char
acterization of generators of multiplication semigroups. 

Theorem 0.3 Let A be a linear operator on E whose domain generates a dense 
ideal. Then A generates a multiplication semigroup if and only if there is a real 
AEp(A) such that R(Jc, A)=(A.-A)- 1 is positive and band preserving. 

In Sect. 3 we show that essentially there exist only two classes of Banach lattices 
which can be O-reflexive with respect to a multiplication semigroup, viz. the 
reflexive and the atomic ones. 

All vector spaces will be real. Most results have an analogue in the complex 
case however, cf. the remark after 2.13. We will follow the terminology of the 
books [AB, M, P and N2]. 

1 Proof of Theorem 0.1 

Let E be a Riesz space. We will say that F is a Riesz subspace of E if it is 
a linear subspace on E with the property that Ix I E F whenever xE F. An operator 
A: F--+ E between two Riesz spaces E and F is said to be disjointness preserving 
if x ..Ly in F implies Ax ..LA y in E. A linear operator T: F-> E is order bounded 
if it maps order bounded subsets of F into order bounded subsets of E. Positive 
operators are order bounded. A linear operator A on E with domain D (A) 

a Riesz subspace is called order bounded if A is order bounded as an operator 
from the Riesz space D (A) to E. Finally, a linear operator A on E with domain 
D(A) is called band preserving if for all xED(A) we have AxEB the band 
generated in E by x. We start with a lemma which describe somex~lementary 
properties of band preserving operators. 

Len:ima 1.1 (i) Let A be a positive band preserving operator on E with D(A) 
~-Riesz subspace of E. If x .l y in D (A), then Ax J. Ay in E. 

(11) If A: F-> E is a disjointness preserving and order bounded map between the 
Archimeadean Riesz spaces F and E, then I A I exists and satisfies f Ax f =I A f Ix f 
=[A[xj[. 
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Proof (i) If x, yeD(A) such that lxl A IYl=•z>O holds in E, then zeD(A) since 
D(A) is a sublattice, and consequently Ix I A IYI =z> 0 also holds in D(A). There
fore, if x 1- y in D (A), then x ..Ly in E and (i) follows since A preserves bands. 
The proof of (ii) can be found in [AB, Theorem 8.6]. O 

In particular, by (i) and (ii) an order bounded band preserving operator 
A whose domain is a Riesz subspace is the difference A+ -A - of two positive 
band preserving operators. If in addition D(A) = E, then A is bounded. 

Lemma 1.2 For a linear operator A on a Banach lattice E with D(A)=E the 
following properties are equivalent: 

(a) A is order bounded and band preserving; 
(b) A is band preserving; 
(c) A is ideal preserving; 
(d) there exists a number A.>0 such that Ae[ -Al, HJ. 

The proof is given in [AB, Chaps. 8 and 15]. 
If A generates a multiplication semigroup T(t), then each T(t) preserves 

ideals and consequently A preserves closed ideals. 

Lemma 1.3 Let T(t) be a multiplication semigroup on a Banach lattice E. Then 
there exists an welR such that O~ T(t)~e(JJt for all t~O. 

Proof First we show that T(t) is positive. Since the band preserving operators 
fonn a commutative subalgebra of fi' (E), which both as Riesz space and as 
algebra is isomorphic to a space C(K) [AB, Theorem 15.5; M, Theorem 3.1.10], 
we have T(t) = T(t/2) 2 ~ 0 (recall that we are dealing with real spaces). In order 
to obtain the other estimate, let Tee denote the complexification of T. If T is 
a bounded band preserving operator, for the spectral radius r(Tee) of Tee we 
have r(Tee)= II T<I:ll =II Tll, cf. [A, Satz 1.8]. Let w be the growth bound of Tcc(t). 
By [N2, Proposition A.IIl.1.1] we have 

llT(t)ll =r(Tcc(t))=e"'t. 

The desired estimate now follows from the inequality T(t) ~II T(t)ll I [A, 
Satz 1.8]. O 

Lemma 1.4 If T(t) is a multiplication semigroup on E, then D(A) is an ideal. 

Proof Suppose O~lxl~IYI with yeD(A). Then for t, s>O we have by Lem
ma l.l(ii) 

I+ (T(t)x-x)-+ (T(s)x-x)I =I+ (T(t)-1)-+ (T(s)-1)1 lxl 

~I+ (T(t)-1)-+ (T(s)-1), IYI 

=l+(T(t)y-y)-+(T(s)y-y),. 

Therefore 

II+ (T(t)x-x)-+ (T(s)x-x)ll ~II+ (T(t) y-y)-+ (T(s)y-y)ll · 
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Ast, slO, the right hand side converges to zero. Therefore the net (t- 1 (T(t)x 
-x))110 is Cauchy, so xeD(A). D 

Let w be as in Lemma 1.3. It is easy to see that the resolvent R(A., A)=(A. 
- A)- 1 is band preserving for A.> w: this follows from 

00 1 
O~R(l, A) x= J e_,_, T(t)x dt~ A-OJ x, x~O. 

0 

The above lemma shows that the range of R(A., A) is an ideal. Unless E is 
Dedekind complete, in general it is not true that the range of an arbitrary 
band preserving operator M is an ideal. A simple counterexample is given by 
E=C[ -1, 1], Mf(x)=xf(x). The function g(x)=O, x;;?O and ?(x)=x, x~O 
belongs to the ideal generated range(M) but not to range(M) itself. Cf. also 
Remark 2.12. 

Let sf denote the class of all densely defined linear operators on E with 
the properties that (i) D(A) is an ideal, (ii) A is band preserving, and (iii) A 
is bounded from above, i.e., w-A~O for some welR. The set d is partially 
ordered in a natural way by saying that Ac B if B is an extension of A. 

The next theorem describes the structure of sf. 

Theorem 1.5 For a linear operator A on a Banach lattice E the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(i) A is the generator of a multiplication semigroup; 
(ii) A is a maximal element of sf; 
(iii) A is a closed element of sf. 
Moreover, each Aesf is closable and A generates a multiplication semigroup. 

Proof Step 1 We start with (i) =>(iii). As a generator, A is closed. By Lemma 1.4, 
D(A) is an ideal in E. If xeD(A), then Ax=limt- 1 (T(t)x-x)EExc:Bx. More-

t! 0 

over, for O~xeD(A) we get 

+ (T(t)x-x)~+ (ew1-l)x 

and letting t l 0 we obtain A x;;?w x. This proves that Aed. 

Step 2 We prove: If Aesf, then A is closable and A generates a multiplication 
semigroup on E. Before turning to the proof, we note that (iii) => (i) follows 
from this. 

Without loss of generality assume that A;;? 0. Let 0 :;£ u ED (A), v == - A u ~ 0. 
There exists a band preserving linear operator ME L(Eu + v) such that M ( u + v) = u. 
In fa~t, representing Eu + v as a space C(K) such that u + v corresponds to the 
funct10n lK, we may take M to be multiplication with the function corresponding 
to u. The operator S: Eu+v->E11+v given by Sf==(I-A)Mf is well-defined: 
for M maps Eu+v into Eu, and EucD(A) since D(A) is an ideal. Also, S is 
band preserving. ~ince S(u+v)=u+v, it follows from [AB, Theorem 8.14] that 
S =I on Eu+,,. This shows that Eu+vc range(! -A). In particular uErange(J -A) 
and consequently range(/ -A) is dense. Next we prove that A is dispersive. 
Let feD(A), g==f-Af. We must prove that Ilg+ II~ llf+ 11- Put u==lf I and v:= 
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-Au~O. Let M be as above and define ReL(Eu) by Rh:=M(I-A)h. Then 
R is well-defined and band preserving. Since Ru= u it follows that R =I on 
Eu. In particular Mg=M(I-A)f=f Hence Mg+=f+. Since O~M~I, it fol
lows that Ilg+ II~ II!+ II, so A is dispersive. By [N2, Corollary C.11.1.3], A gener
ates a positive semigroup T(t). In particular R (.Ii., A)~ 0 for .Ii. sufficiently large. 
It remains to prove that T(t) is a multiplication semigroup. Since A.- .A~ A. 
for all A.>0, for all O~xeD(A) and A. large enough we have O~A.R(.li., 
A)x~R(A., A)(.li.-A)x= x. Since D(A) is dense, it follows that O~ R(.li., .if)~A.- 1 I, 
so R(A., A) is band preserving. By the exponential formula [P, Theorem 1.8.3] 

T(t) x = lim (!!-.. R (!!-.., .if))k x 
k-> 00 t t 

we find that T(t) is a multiplication semigroup. 

Step 3 We prove (i) <::>(ii). Suppose A generates a multiplication semigroup. 
By Step 1, Aed. Suppose some Bed extends A. By Step 2, some extension 
B of B generates a multiplication semigroup. Then B is an extension of A as 
well, and both A and B are generators. By a simple standard argument this 
implies that A= B. This shows that A is maximal in d. Conversely, suppose 
A is maximal in d. By Step 2, A generates a multiplication semigroup and 
by Step 1, Ae.91. By the maximality of A we must have A=.if. D 

Since the intersection of two dense ideals is a dense ideal, from Theorem 1.5 
we have: · 

Corollary 1.6 Suppose A and B generate multiplication semigroups. Then A+ B 
with D (A+ B) = D (A) n D (B) is closable and its closure generates a multiplication 
semigroup. Moreover, A and B commute. 

Proof The first part follows directly from Theorem 1.5. We will prove that 
A and B commute. Since R(A., A) R(.li., B) = R(A., B) R(A., A) we have D(BA) 
=D(AB) and by taking inverses we obtain AB=BA. D 

2 Proof of Theorems 0.2 and 0.3 

We will now proceed with the proof of Theorem 0.2. Let us outline the basic 
idea. We represent E 'locally', i.e. on closed principal ideals, as a space of 
continuous 1R valued functions, 1R denoting the two-point compactification of 
JR, and show that the part of A in such an ideal can be represented as multiplica
tion with some continuous function g. Then we extend A as multiplication 
with g. 

We will use the representation theory for Banach lattices with quasi-interior 
points, developed by Davies [DJ, Lotz [L] and Schaefer [S 1]; see also [N 1]. 
Recall that u is a quasi-interior point if the ideal Eu is dense in E. 

Theorem 2.1 [L] Suppose E is a Banach lattice with quasi-interior point u>O. 
There exists a compact Hausdorff space Ku such that Eis vector lattice isomorphic 
to a space E of continuous 1R-valued functions on Ku. Moreover, each xeE is 
finite on an open dense subset of Ku. The space E contains C(Ku) as a dense 
ideal and u can be identified with the constant one function. 
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From now on we will identify E with E. _ 
E is in fact an 'ideal' in the space of all continuous functions f: Ku-+JR 

in the following sense: if xeE and f: Ku-+lR satisfies 0;2;1f(s)l;2;1x(s)I for all 
sEKu, then f represents an element feE. We will refer to this as the ideal 
property. · 

Following [N 1], call a subset N cKu E-null if the ideal {f eE:f (s) = 0 V seN_} 
is norm-dense in E. A set N is E-null if and only if there exists a g ~-0 m 
E such that Nc{g=co}. If N is E-null, then K.=fJ(Ku\N), the Stone-Cech 
compactification of Ku \N. Moreover, the complement of each null set is dense. 

We need one more description of £-null sets. To this end we first note 
that every element O~x*eE*, the dual of E, can be identified with a positive 
Borel measure ttx.E(C(Ku))* by restriction. A subset N c Ku is E-null if and 
only if µx*(N)=O for all O~x*eE*. This implies that the union of countably 
many £-null sets is £-null. The proofs can be found in [N 1]. 

Lemma 2.2 Suppose A is a positive band preserving operator on a Banach lattice 
E with D(A) a Riesz subspace. If D(A) contains a countable subset (f,.) ~ 0 which 
generates a dense ideal in E, then E has a quasi-interior point u > 0 and there 
is a continuous function 0 ;2;gu: Ku-+ lR such that Af = gJ holds for all feD(A). 

Proof For u one can take I:r" 11.lll- 1!,,. Let Ku denote the representation 
n 

space of E. Set N:=n{f.=0}. Then N is an E-null set. Indeed, this follows 

from the definition of E-null and the fact that (f,,) generates a dense ideal in 
E. Put N,, := {f,, = oo} u {A f,. = oo }. Then each Nn is E-null and since the countable 
union of £-null sets is E-null, so is M :=Nu (LJ N,.). Fix sEf. M. By the definition 

n 

of M there is an n such that O<f,,(s)< co and O~Af,,(s)< oo. Put 

Note that 0 ;2;g.(s) < oo. If 0 ~ heD (A) is any element satisfying O < h(s) < oo then 
we claim that Ah(s)=gu(s) h(s) holds. We may assume without loss of generality 
that 0 <h(s)=f,.(s)< oo. Since D(A) is a Riesz subspace, h I\ (1 +s)fneD(A) for 
all e>O. Note that (hA(l+s)f.)(r)=h(r) holds on some open neighbourhood 
of s. Hence, since A is band preserving, it follows that A h(s) =A (h I\ (1 + s)j~)(s). 
By the positivity of A we obtain 

Ah(s)=A(h A(l +e)fn)(s)~A((l +e)f,,)(s)=(l +e) gu(s)f,,(s)=(l +s) gu(s) h(s). 

Since s is arbitrary. it follows that A h(s) ;2; gu(s) h(s). Arguing similarly with 
h v(l-s).[. we obtam. A h(s)~gu(s) h(s). This proves the claim. Taking for h 
any fm with fm(.s)>O .1t follows that gu(s) does not depend on the choice of 
n. If.o &[eD(A) 1s arbitrary, let N1 :={f = oo }. We will show that Af = guf holds 
outside the E-null set N1 u M. If f(s) >0 this follows from the claim. If j(s) =0 
~oose m such that fm(s)>O and note that. Af(s)=A(f+fm)(s)-Afm(s) 
-:-gu(s)(f+fm)(s).-gu(s)f".'(s)=gu(s)f(s). The proof 1s completed by the observa
t10n that K. \FIS dense m Ku for every E-null set F c Ku. D 
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Note that the set {gu= w} is null. It is easy to see that if A is a bounded, 
then gu is bounded as well. 

In applying this lemma to the proof of Theorem 0.2 we encounter two difficul
ties. First, if O~uED(A), then Au need not a priori belong to Eu since A is 
only assumed to be band preserving. Therefore one has to care about the con
struction of certain ideals on which A can be handled well. Secondly, if 0 ~ x ~ y 
with yED(A) and if A is represented as multiplication with some function g, 
then we have Ay= g y. We would like to apply the ideal property to the function 
gx and then define Ax==gx. The problem is that the function gx need not 
a priori be continuous or even well-defined at points s where g(s) = w and 
f(s)=O. 

Theorem 2.3 Suppose A is an order bounded band preserving operator whose 
domain D(A) is a Riesz subspace generating a dense ideal. Then A preserves 
closed ideals. Moreover, A admits a unique extension to an order bounded operator 
A, preserving closed ideals, whose domain D(A) is the ideal generated by D(A). 

Proof By Lemma 1.1 without loss of generality we may assume that A is positive. 

Step 1 In this step we prove the theorem for the special case that D (A) contains 
a countable subset (f.)~ 0 which generates a dense ideal in E. Fixing any quasi
interior point u > 0, by Lemma 2.2 there is a function g: Ku - JR. such that 
Ay=gy for all yED(A). Moreover, .iYg:={g=w} is a null set. Let J denote 
the ideal generated by D(A) and let O~xEJ be arbitrary. Choose fED(A) such 
that O~x~f 

First we claim that AfEE1 . To this end, let N1 ={f=w}. Define </>. 
:=Af Anf Then <PnEEf and </>n(s)i Af(s) for all sEKu\(NguNf). Fix O~x*EE* 
arbitrary. Identifying x* with a positive Borel measure µx.EC(Ku)*, we see that 
O~<Pn i Af .Ltx.-almost everywhere. Since AfEL1(µx.), the dominated convergence 
theorem implies that</>. -Af weakly. The convergence being monotone, Dini's 
theorem implies that <Pn ~ Af in £-norm. This proves the claim. 

By Lemma 2.2, the part of A in Ef is represented as multiplication with 
a function gi.' Since 1K1 =f~+x~2f the function gf(f+x) is a well-defined 
continuous lR valued function on K f· The ideal property, applied to 0 ~ g1 (f 
+x)~2Af implies that gf(f+x) represents an element zEEf. We now define 
A (f + x) :=z and Ax ==z -Af Clearly Ax= gf x outside some null set. Therefore 
A extends A. In this way we obtain a positive operator A on E~ with domain 
D(A)= E f· Clearly A preserves bands. Therefore, by an argument as above or 
by Theorem 1.5 and the remark after Lemma 1.2, A preserves closed ideals. 

We will show that A is well-defined, i.e. does not depend on the choice 
off Suppose O~x~f; with f;ED(A), i= 1, 2. After replacing f1 by f1 Af2 we 
may assume that O~x~1 ~2 . We obtain two extensions A1 and A2 of A, 
both preserving closed ideals, which are simultaneously defined on the ideal 
E fr But on E f 1 each Ai can be represented as multiplication with continuous 
lR-valued function gi. Since f 1 corresponds to the constant one function on 
Kf,, we have gi=AJ1 =Af1 • This proves that A1 x=A2 x. 

Step 2 Now let E be arbitrary and let J be the ideal generated by D(A). Fix 
0-;;i,yEJ arbitrary and choose O~xED(A) such that O~y-;;i;x. Define the count
able sets SncE+ and T,,c:E+ as follows. Put S0 =={x}, T0 =={Ax}. Suppose the 
sets S0 , ... , Sn- I and T0 , ... , T,,_ 1 have been chosen. Since J is dense, for each 
yET,,_ 1 there is a sequence O~(xk(y))c:J converging toy. For each k choose 
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zk(y)eD(A) such that O~xk(Y)~zk(y). Put Sn•={zk(y): keN, ye T.- i}. Note that 
s. is a countable subset of D(A). Put T,,•={Ay:yeSn}· Next we put S•=LJS. 

n 

and T•=U T,,. Let F be the closed ideal generated by S in E. Note that by 
n 

construction we have Tc.F. Moreover, the part AF of A in F is positive and 
band preserving considered as an operator in F, and its domain D(A,..) is a 
Riesz subspace of F (since A lxl=IAxleF for all xeD(A"")) containing S. But 
the countable set S c.D(AF) generates a dense ideal in F. Hence by Step 1, AF 
extends to a positive operator AF on the ideal generated by D(AF) in F which 
preserves closed ideals. We define the extension of A by Ay==AFY· 

It remains to show that A is well-defined, i.e. that the extensions A, .. glue 
together to a well-defined linear operator. This can be done as in Step 1. 0 

Combining this with Theorem 1.5 gives: 

Corollary 2.4 Suppose A is a positive band preserving operator with D(A) a Riesz 
subspace which generates a dense ideal. Then - A admits a unique extension - A 
to a generator of a multiplication semigroup T(t). 

Corollary 2.5 Suppose E has a quasi-interior point u>O. Then for all v<O there 
is a unique multiplication semigroup on E, with generator A,,, such that ueD(A,.) 
and Avu=v. 

Corollary 2.5 can be derived directly from Theorem 1.5 as follows. Choose a 
positive band preserving operator M such that M(u-v)=u; this is possible 
since O~u~u-v. Then M is easily seen to be injective. Define D(A)•=M E 
and AM x •=x - M x. Then A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.5. This proof 
is interesting as it leads to a representation-free proof of the following conse
quence of Corollary 2.5 [Ne]: Suppose E is a Banach lattice with quasi-interior 
point. If every C0-semigroup on E us uniformly continuous, then E has the Grothen
dieck property and there is a compact Hausdorff space K such that E is Banach 
lattice isomorphic to C(K). Since every C(K)-space has the Dunford-Pettis prop
erty, this is a partial converse of Lotz's theorem that every C0 -semigroup on 
a Banach space with the Grothendieck- and the Dunford-Pettis property is 
uniformly continuous. This converse !ails if E has only a weak order unit; sec 
[Le]. 

Corollary 2.6 Suppose A is an order bounded operator which preserves closed 
ideals with D(A) a Riesz subspace. Then A admits a unique extension to an operator 
preserving closed ideals whose domains is the ideal generated by [)(A) in E. 

Just apply Theorem 2.3 to the closed ideal generated by [)(A). 

Corollary 2.7 If two generators A, B of multiplication semi[{roups agree on a 
Riesz subspace F of D(A) n D(B) which generates a dense ideal, then A =B. 

In particular it follows that D(A)=D(B). With a little more care one can show 
that Corollary 2.7 is true even if Fis only a linear subspace of D(A)11D(8) 
generating a dense ideal. 

Corollary 2.8 Suppose F c. E is a closed sublattke generating a dense ideal. If' 
Te!t'(F) is a band preserving operator on F, then there is a unique extension 
T to a band preserving operator on E. 
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Proof By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 we may assume 0 ~ T;;i: i. By Theorem 2.3 there 
is an extension T to a linear band preserving operator 0 ;;[: T~ I whose domain 
is the dense ideal generated by F in E. But the inequalities implies that T 
is bounded; its extension to a bounded operator on E again satisfies 
O~ T~I. D 

Remark 2.9 (i) This result is related to the following theorem due to Luxemburg 
and Schep [M, Theorem 1.5.15]: If F is a majorizing Riesz subspace of the 
Dedekind complete Riesz space E and if T: F -+ E is a lattice homomorphism, 
then T extends to a lattice homomorphism E-+ E. Recall that a Riesz subspace 
of E is called majorizing if the ideal generated by it is E. 

(ii) The following example shows that the world 'ideal' in 2.8 cannot be replaced 
by 'band'. Let E= C[ -1, 1], F= {f EE:f(O) =0}, 

Tf(s)={J(s), 
s~O 
s>O. 

Since every band preserving operator on C [ -1, 1] is multiplication with a 
continuous function g (e.g. by Lemma 2.2), T can only be multiplication with 
a function g which equals zero on [ -1, 0) and one on (0, 1]; such g fails to 
be continuous. Note that this is a counterexample to [M, Theorem 3.l.19(ii)]. 

The following examples show that Theorem 2.3 is sharp. 

Example 2.10 (i) Let E=L00 [0, 1], define D(A)=={!EE: x- 1 f(x)EE} and put 
Af(x)=x- 1 f(x), fED(A). Then D(A) is an order dense ideal in E, A is positive 
and band preserving, but not preserving closed ideals. This shows that Theo
rem 2.3 fails if the ideal (generated by) D(A) is not norm-dense, even if it is 
order dense. 
(ii) Let E = C [O, 1], define D(A) to be the set of all polynomials in E, and for 

I 

fED(A) put Af== J f(x)dx. Then A is positive and band preserving and D(A) 
0 

is dense, but A does not preserve closed ideals. This shows that Theorem 2.3 
fails if D(A) is not a Riesz subspace. By taking for D(A) the set of functions 
of the form f(x)=ax+b with a, bE.IR we see that Theorem 2.3 even fails in 
case D(A) is a Riesz space in its own right. 
(iii) Let E=L00 [0, 1], let D(A) be the subspace of all bounded, piecewise linear 
functions consisting of finitely many pieces. For fED(A) put Af==df/dx. Then 
D(A) is a Riesz subspace of E generating a dense ideal, A preserves bands 
but not closed ideals. This shows that Theorem 2.3 fails if A is not order bounded. 

We now come to the proof of Theorem 0.3. 

Theorem 2.11 Let A be a linear operator on E whose domain generates a dense 
ideal. Then A generates a multiplication semigroup if and only if there is a },Ep(A) 
such that R(.lc, A) is positive and band preserving. 

Proof First, IR(./c, A)xl=R(.lc, A) lxl shows that D(A)=R(J,, A)E is a sublattice 
of E. We claim that .le-A is positive and closed ideal preserving. Suppose 
O~x=R(.lc, A)y. We must prove that y;;:;O. Indeed, since R(.lc, A)y=x=x+ 
=R(.lc,A)y+, the injectivity of R(.lc,A) shows that y=y+, proving positivity. 
Now fix u;;:;O arbitrary and represent the restriction of R(.lc, A) to Eu as multipli-
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cation with gueC(Ku}. We claim that {g>O} is open dense in Ku. Indeed, if 
not, then one finds a non-zero Urysohn function feC(Ku) supported in {g=O}. 
But then R(A., A}f=guf=O, a contradiction to the injectivity of R(A., A). For 
all sef:{g=O} we have 

(u/\nR(A., A)u)(s}jnu(s). 

Since the set of these s is open dense, it follows that u /\ n R(A., A} u i u, so u 
belongs to the band generated by R(A., A) u. In other words, A.-A is band preserv
ing. 

Putting together what we have proved so far, an application of Theorem 2.3 
shows that A preserves closed ideals and admits a unique extension to a closed 
ideal preserving operator A whose domain is the ideal generated by D(A) such 
that .A.-A:;;::o. 

We cI:ri°m that A.-A is injective. Indeed, suppose (A.-A)u=O for some 
ueD(A). Choose \u\ ~veD(A). Since both A.-A and A.-A preserve closed ideals, 
we may apply Lemma 2.2 to their parts in Ev and represent them as multiplica
tion with functions gv and hv respectively. Since lxv =veD(A)cD(A), necessarily 
gv=h0 • As above, {gv>O} = {h0 >0} is open dense; but if u=!=O, then {h0 =0} 
is non-empty and open because of(A.-A)u=O. Therefore u=O. 

But A.-A is 1-1 and onto whereas its extension A.-A is still 1-1. Therefore 
A= A and consequently D (A) is an ideal. Also, A is closed, since A.-A is the 
inverse of a bounded operator. Therefore, by Theorem 1.5, A generates multipli
cation semigroup. D 

This is a remarkable result in that it gives a generation criterium in terms 
of one single resolvent operator. Also note that the hypotheses are almost exclu
sively lattice-theoretic, the only Banach space hypothesis being that the ideal 
generated by D(A) be dense. A similar situation occurs in the following result 
of Arendt, Chernoff and Kato [N2, Theorem B.11.1.8]: If A is a densely defined 
operator on a C(K)-space E such that there exists a sequence p(A):i.A.n--+ oo 
with R(A.n, A)~ 0 for all n, then A generates a positive semigroup on E. 

Remark 2.12 Theorem 2.11 can be reformulated as follows: If 0 ~ M is a bounded 
band preserving operator on E whose range generates a dense ideal, then its range 
is an ideal. Indeed, the hypothesis on M guarantees that M is 1-1 and we 
can apply 2.11 to its inverse. One can show that the positivity assumption 
on M is actually redundant. 

There are many positive band preserving operators whose domain fails to 
be a Riesz subspace. A very general example of this situation is the following, 
which arises e.g. in the context of differential operators. 

Example 2.13 Let A be the generator of a multiplication semigroup on a Banach 
lattice E. Since generators are closed, D(A) is a Banach space in the graph 
norm 11 • llA- Let et> be any bounded linear functional on (D(A), 11 • llA) which is 
unbounded with respect to the £-norm. For instance one might take E = 11, 

"" Axn==-nx. with maximal domain D(A) and <f>(x):= L, nxn. Let Nq, denote the 
kernel of <f>. Then n= 1 

D(Aq,)==N"'; 

Aq,x•=Ax, xeD(Aq,) 
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is a closed densely defined operator. Closedness is immediate from the continuity 
of </> with respect to the graph norm and denseness of D(A<I>) follows easily 
from the denseness of D(A) in combination with the unboundedness of cp with 
respect to the E-norm. Moreover A<I> preserves closed ideals since A does and 
also A<I> is bounded from above. A<I> is not a generator, since from At/> c: A we 
would have that At/>= A which is not the case since </> =F 0 implies that the inclu
sion D(Atf>)c:D(A) is proper. 

Many of the results in this paper carry over to the complex case. For example, 
suppose Eis a complex Banach lattice and A=A0 +iA 1 is a linear operator 
in E with both Ai real. If (i) A is order bounded and band preserving, (ii) 
D(A) is a dense ideal and (iii) the real part A 0 is bounded from above, then 
A is closable and A generates a multiplication semigroup. With this in mind 
we have the following illustration of Example 2.13. Let E=L2 [0, 1] and define 
operators A;, i=O, 1, 2 by 

D(A0)= {!E W1 •2 [O, 1] :f(O)=f(l)}, 

D(A 1)= {!E W 1•2 [0, 1] :f(l)=O}, 

D(A2)=D(A0 ) n D(A 1), 

with A;f =f'. After taking Fourier transforms we obtain operators A; on l2 (7l.). 
It is easy to see that both A0 and A1 are generators of strongly continuous 
semigroups, of which the one generated by A0 is a multiplication semigroup. 
Moreover, in the terminology of 2.13 we have A 2 =(A0 )tf>, where </>f=f(l) so 
A2 fails to generate a semigroup. Note that A2 admits at least two different 
extensions to a generator, but only one of them generates a multiplication semi
group. 

3 The adjoint of a multiplication semigroup 

In this final section we are concerned with the duality theory of multiplication 
semigroups. 

If T(t) is a C0-semigroup on a Banach space X, then for each t~O let 
T*(t) be the adjoint of the operator T(t). The operators T*(t) form a semigroup 
on X* which however need not be strongly continuous. Put 

x0 :={x*EX*: Jim II T*(t)x*-x*ll =0}. 
t Lo 

Then x0 is a weak*-dense, norm-closed subspace of X*. In fact we have X 0 

= D (A*), where A* is the ad joint of A. The restrictions T 0 (t) of T* (t) to X 0 

define a C0-semigroup on x0 whose generator A 0 is precisely the part of A* 
in x0 . For a proof of these facts see [BB]. By repeating this construction 
one defines x00 :=(X0 ) 0 and similarly r 00 (t) and A00. The canonical map 
j: X-+X8 *, (jx,x8 ):=(x8 ,x) is an embedding which maps X into x00 . 

Thus we can identify X with a closed subspace of x00. In doing so, T 00 (t) 
is an extension of T(t) and the same remark applies to A00 . For the proofs 
see [HPh]. A well-known theorem of Phillips [Ph] states that if X is a reflexive 
Banach space, then X 0 =X*. 
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Theorem 3.1 Let T(t) be a multiplication semigroup on a Banach lattice E. 

(i) £0 is an ideal in E* and T 8 (t) is a multiplication semi group on E0 . 
. I £ 8 E* (ii) rf E* has order continuous norm, t 1en = . 

Proof (i) Suppose O~lx*l;;;ly*\ holds with y*EE 8 . ~~nee each T*(t) is a band 
preserving operator by Lemma l.2(d), by Lemma 1.1 (n) we have 

I T*(t)x*-x*I =I T*(t)-II Ix* I;;; I T*(t)-I I /y* I= I T*(t) y* -y* 1-

Bv the lattice property of the norm, x*EE8 and therefore £ 8 is a~ ideal. Once 
n{0 re by Lemma 1.2, each T 8 (t) is a multiplication operator. This proves the 
first assertion. 
(ii) First we claim that A* is band preserving. Fix x*ED(A*) and let n be the 
band projection onto the band generated by x*. It follows from Lemma 1.2 
that R ()., A*)= R (A, A)* is band preserving, so 

R(Jc, A*)(Jc-A*) x* = n R(.A., A*)(.A.-A*)x* =R()., A*) n(.A.-A*) x*. 

It follows that R(J., A*)(l-n)(.A.-A*)x*=O and therefore (l-n)().-A*)x*=O 
by the injectivity of R(A., A*). This proves the claim. Since E* has order continu
ous norm, E8 is a band (since it is a closed ideal by the above). Since D(A*) c E 8 , 
for x*ED(A*) it follows that A*x*EBx,cE 8 . Since A 8 is the part of A* in 
E8 it follows that A 0 =A* and hence E8 = E*. D 

Recall that every reflexive Banach lattice has order continuous norm. 
If E* does not have order continuous norm it can happen that £ 8 is a 

proper subspace of E*, as is shown by the example E = L1 [O, l], Af (x) = 
-x- 1 f(x) with D(A) maximal. However for arbitrary E one can show that 
the adjoint of a multiplication semigroup is always strongly continuous for 
t>O. 

Let T(t) be a C0-semigroup on a Banach space X. If the canonical map 
j: X -->X 8 * maps X onto X88 then the Banach space X is called 0-reflexive 
with respect to T(t). This is the case if and only if the resolvent R (.A., A) is 
weakly compact [Pa]. From this it follows easily that each T(t)-invariant closed 
subspace of a O-reflexive X is O-reflexive with respect to the restricted semi
group. 

Trivially, if X is reflexive, then X is O-reflexive with respec to any semigroup 
on X. If E=c0 or l1 then Eis 0-reflexive with respect to the multiplication 
semigroup T(t) defined by T(t) xn = e-nt xm where xn is the nth unit vector. Note 
that both c0 and 11 are atomic Banach lattices. Recall that xEE is called an 
atom if the principal ideal generated by x is one-dimensional and that a Banach 
lattice is atomic if there exists a maximal orthogonal system { x,} a with each 
x, an atom. The band Ea generated by all atoms of E is called the atomic 
part of E and is an atomic Banach lattice. Finite-dimensional Banach lattices 
are atomic. See [S2] for more information. 

We will prove that reflexive Banach lattices and atomic Banach lattices with 
order continuous norm are essentially the only ones which can be 0-reflexive 
with respect to a multiplication semigroup. This was conjectured by Ben de 
Pagter (oral communication) . 

. In [NP] it_ is sh?wn what whenever a O"-Dedekind complete Banach lattice 
E is 0-reflexive with respect to some C0-semigroup, then E necessarily has 
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order continuous norm. For convenience of the reader, we give the short proof. 
First we claim that E does not contain a closed subspace isomorphic to l 00 • 

Suppose the contrary and let Y be a closed subspace of E which is isomorphic 
to Z00 • Since Z00 is complemented in every Banach space containing it as a closed 
subspace [DU, p. 178], it follows that Y is complemented in E. Since Eis weakly 
compactly generated (WCG) by the weak compactness of R(.A., A), and since 
complemented subspaces of WCG spaces are trivially seen to be WCG again, 
we conclude that Z00 is WCG, a contradiction. In fact, every weakly compact 
set of [00 is separable (e.g. note that [00 embeds into Leo [O, l] and apply [DU, 
Theorem VIII.4.13]). This proves the claim. But a O"-Dedekind complete space 
without copies of 100 has order continuous norm [AB, Theorem 14.9]. 

Lemma 3.2 If E is 0-reflexive with respect to a multiplication semigroup then 

E has order continuous norm. 

Proof From Theorem 3.1 we know that E00 , being an ideal in the Dedekind 
complete Banach lattice E0 *, is a Dedekind complete Banach lattice. Clearly 
E00 is O-reflexive with respect to T 88 (t), so by the above remarks E80 has 
order continuous norm. Let 0:;;::; Xa ix in E. Since j is positive we have 0 :;;::;j Xa j 
:;;::;j x and hence Uxa) is norm convergent to sup j xa. Thus (xal is norm convergent 
as well and its limit must be x, which shows that E has order continuous 
norm. D 

Let K be a subset of a Banach space X. In the next lemma we use the 
standard fact [AB, Theorem 10.17] that if for each e > 0 there exists a weakly 
compact subset K 8 c.X such that KcKe+t:Ux, where Ux is the closed unit 
ball of X, then K is weakly compact. 

Lemma 3.3 If a Banach lattice E is O-reflexive with respect to a multiplication 

semigroup T(t), then T(t) is weakly compact for t > 0. 

Proof Let (x") be a bounded sequence in E and let t > 0 be fixed. By the Eberlein
Shmulyan theorem it suffices to show that the sequence (T(t)x") has a weakly 
convergent subsequence. The closed linear span of (x") is contained in some 
closed principal ideal of E, invariant under T(t). Therefore without loss of gener
ality we may assume that E has a quasi-interior point u>O. Also we may 
assume 0:;;::; T(t):;;::; I. Let the generator A be represented on Ku as multiplication 
with a continuous Ill-valued function g:;;::; 0. Define the open sets F,, by 

and let G" be its closure. Since E is Dedekind complete, K. is Stonean and 
consequently Gn is clopen. Define bandprojections re" on Eby nnx'=X6 nx and 
denote the corresponding bands by B" (XGn is the characteristic function of G"). 
The restriction of the semigroup T(t) to each Bn is uniformly continuous by 
construction. Hence B;f = s: and Bn = B;f 0 = B:* so each B" is reflexive. More
over for t>O we have 

since o;;::; T(t):;;::;e-nt holds on the orthogonal complement of B". By the above 
remark the weak compactness of T(t) follows. D 
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Theorem 3.4 Let E be O-rej1exive with respect to a multiplication semigroup. 
Then E has order continuous norm, and either E contains an infinite-dimensional 

reflexit:e band or E is atomic. 

Proof. Suppose there are no infinite-dimensional reflexive bands in E. Let Ea 
denote the atomic part of E. We will show that E =Ea. If not, then E =Ea EBB 
for some nonempty band B. The proof of the previous lemma shows how to 
find a reflexive band in B which by assumption must be finite-dimensional. 
But finite-dimensional Banach lattices are atomic, a contradiction to the defini

tion of Ea. 0 

A Banach space X is said to have the Dunford-Pettis property if the square 
of each weakly compact operator on X is compact. Every AM-space and every 
AL-space is Dunford-Pettis [AB]. A Dunford-Pettis space cannot contain a 
complemented infinite-dimensional reflexive subspace, for then the associated 

projection n = n2 would be compact. 

Corollary 3.5 If E is a Dunford-Pettis lattice which is ()-reflexive with respect 
to a multiplication semigroup T(t), then Eis atomic and T(t) is compact. 
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